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Introduction
• Human descriptions of visual entities in a reference resolution setting can be creative which can be very challenging for dialogue systems. In this

work, we study if linguistic entrainment in a creative visual reference resolution game (RDG-Map) can help address the issue.
• Our dialogue system attempts to entrain users on a “strategy-level” without impinging on their descriptive creativity.
• We study if priming users to provide descriptions that are relatively simple helps the dialogue system’s natural language understanding (NLU).

Linguistic entrainment
• The phenomenon in which the interlocutors start speaking more similarly to each other. En-

trainment has been studied in dialogue systems in the context of increasing task success and
can happen on multiple levels such as prosody, speech rate, vocabulary usage, and syntactic
and stylistic patterns.

• In this work, we study if human interlocutors exchange their entire descriptive strategy when
interacting with an autonomous dialogue system instead of individual phrases in a creative
task.

Game implementation

• RDG-Map (Rapid Dialogue Game - Map)
is a two player collaborative, time con-
strained spoken dialogue game [1]

• The two roles in the game are the director
(Dir) and the matcher (Mat)

• The director sees a target country high-
lighted on the world map. The matcher
may not know the target country.

• The director describes the target country
for the matcher to make a selection using
location, size and shape references.

• Towards automating the matcher, we built
a dialogue system agent using knowledge
graphs (KG) for the natural language un-
derstanding and question generation.

Corpora
The data sources used for training the agent
matcher consist of three parts:

• Spoken Human-Wizard Conversations
(Dspoken) - Annotated conversations
collected by [1] between a human director
and a remote-controlled (wizarded) agent
matcher.

• Wikidata (Dwiki) [2] - Openly available
knowledge base about the countries on the
world map.

• Shape Descriptions (Dshapes) - Coun-
try shapes data collected using crowd-
sourcing on Amazon Mechanical Turk.
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Uh ok. 
this is Zambia 
It's in Africa 
looks like a fetus 
is above Zimbabwe 
did you get it?

[Discourse Marker: Ok]
[TARGET DESCRIPTION: this is Zambia]
[TARGET DESCRIPTION: It's in Africa]
[TARGET DESCRIPTION: looks like a fetus 
[TARGET DESCRIPTION: is above Zimbabwe]
[QUESTION: Did you get it?]

[{REL: InContinent}:   It's in {ENTITY: Africa}]
[{REL: HasShape}:     Looks like a {ENTITY: fetus}]
[{REL: IsNorthOf}:      is above {ENTITY: Zimbabwe}]
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Figure 1: Shows the dialogue system/agent’s NLU pipeline.

• We investigate whether the autonomous agent can entrain users at “strategy-level”. We divided
the game into three phases: the pre-entrainment phase, the entrainment phase, and the post-
entrainment phase.

• The agent asks questions inquiring about the location, shape, continent and landmark. The
agent’s NLU pipeline outputs a probability distribution across the countries the director is
describing.

• The questions are generated for the country to be selected by the agent. During the entrainment
phase, the shape question is a yes/no question querying about a specific geometric shape
description linked in the knowledge graph.

• We hypothesize that entraining the users not only preserves the creativity but also makes it
easier for the NLU module to identify the target.

Results
• Entrainment Analysis: A One Sample t-test reveals that our participants use significantly more

geometric shapes in the post-entrainment compared to the pre-entrainment phase, t = 4.5323, p
< 0.001. We can hence conclude that the agent was able to get users to adapt their descriptive
strategy after the entrainment phase.

• Agent Performance: For the top-1 and top-5 predictions, we observe a slight improvement in
performance in the NLU in the post-entrainment phase. This improvement, however, is not
significant as a One Sample t-test reveals, t=1.6, p=0.2.

• Creativity: We observe that priming users for a specific strategy does not impair the cre-
ativity of their descriptions, suggesting that the quality of descriptions given and the level of
engagement in the task is not affected by the entrainment.

Future work
• We aim to explore recent advancements in reinforcement learning to learn better response

selection strategies.
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